Random boolean cellular automata are investigated, where each gate has two randomly chosen inputs and is randomly assigned a boolean function of its inputs. The eect of non-uniform distributions on the choice of the boolean functions is considered. The main results are that if the gates are more likely to be assigned constant functions than non-canalyzing functions, then with very high probability, the automaton will exhibit very stable behavior: most of the gates will stabilize, and the state cycles will be bounded in size.
Introduction
Boolean cellular automata are models of parallel computation that have attracted much attention from researchers in complex systems and articial life. Computer simulation of these automata have shown that they often exhibit stable and robust behavior, even when randomly constructed. The implications of this evidence have been described in numerous articles by S. Kauman and others (see for example [1] , which includes an extensive bibliography). Only recently, however, have rigorous mathematical methods been applied to the study of boolean cellular automata. This article is a continuation of the eorts begun in Luczak and Cohen [3] and Lynch [4] . We investigate randomly constructed boolean cellular automata, where each gate has two inputs, as in most of Kauman's simulations. However, instead of randomly assigning one of the 16 boolean functions of two arguments to each gate with equal probability, we consider the eect of nonuniform distributions, using a classication of boolean functions introduced by Kauman (op. cit.). (We still require some mild symmetry conditions on the probabilities.)
The boolean functions can be partitioned into the canalyzing and noncanalyzing functions. A formal denition will be given in the next section, but for now it suces to note that among the canalyzing functions are the constant functions; i.e. the function that outputs 0 regardless of its inputs and its negation that always outputs 1. Further, among the twoargument boolean functions, there are only two non-canalyzing functions: the equivalence function that outputs 1 if and only if both of its inputs have the same value, and its negation the exclusive or.
Our main result is that if the function assigned to each gate is more likely to be constant than non-canalyzing, then with very high probability the automaton will exhibit very stable behavior. Specically, it will have these four properties:
(1) Almost all of the gates in the automaton will stabilize, regardless of the starting state. That is, they eventually settle into a state (0 or 1) that never changes. (2) This shows, perhaps surprisingly, that the nonconstant canalyzing functions, which include the or and the and functions, have a neutral eect on the stability of the automaton. It is the non-canalyzing gates that seem to be the sources of instability.
Our results, and the earlier results in [3] and [4] support the belief that stability and emergent order are widespread phenomena in boolean cellular automata. In addition, they give a simple, exact condition that implies stability. Further, the distributions where the probabilities of constant and non-canalyzing gates are equal (as in Kauman's model) appear to be thresholds between very stable and more complex behavior. This will be described in a future article. At present, it is known to the author that when the two probabilities are equal, with high probability almost all of the gates still stabilize and are weak, but the state cycles are no longer bounded in size. Most of them are larger than n c for some c > 0. Very little is known about the behavior of random automata when the probability of non-canalyzing gates exceeds that of constant gates.
x2. Denitions
We will now give precise denitions of the notions that were alluded to in the previous section. Let n be a natural number. A boolean cellular automaton with n gates consists of a directed graph D with vertices 1; : : : ; n (referred to as gates) and a sequence f = (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) of boolean functions. In this article, each gate will have indegree two, and each boolean function will have two arguments. We say that gate j is an input to gate i if (j; i) is an edge of D. A boolean cellular automaton B = hD; fi denes a map from f0; 1g n (the set of 0-1 sequences of length n) to f0; 1g n in the following way. For each i = 1; : : : ; n let j i < k i be the inputs of i. Given x = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) 2 f0; 1g n , B(x) = (f 1 (x j1 ; x k1 ); : : : ; f n (x jn ; x kn )). B may be regarded as a nite state automaton with state set f0; 1g n and initial state x. That is, its state at time 0 is x, and if its state at time t is y 2 f0; 1g n then its state at time t + 1 is B(y). Our rst set of denitions pertains to the aspects of stability that will be studied. That is, changing the state of i does not aect the state cycle that is entered. While we are primarily interested in stability, the related notion of forcing seems to be easier to deal with combinatorially. Thus most of our results pertain to forcing in boolean cellular automata, but as will be evident, they translate directly into results about stability. Denition 2.2. Let f (x 1 ; x 2 ) be a boolean function of two arguments. is a boolean cellular automaton and f i is a canalyzing function with forcing argument x m , forcing value u and forced value v, then input j im is a forcing input of gate i. That is, if the value of j im is u at time t, then the value of i is guaranteed to be v at time t + 1.
All of these denitions generalize immediately to boolean functions of arbitrarily many arguments. In the case of two argument boolean functions, the only non-canalyzing functions are equivalence and exclusive or. The two constant functions f (x; y) = 0 and f (x; y) = 1 are trivially canalyzing, as are the four functions that depend on only one argument:
f (x; y) = :x; f (x; y) = y, and f (x; y) = x:
The remaining eight boolean functions of two arguments are canalyzing, and they are all similar in the sense that both arguments are forcing with a single value, and there is one forced value. A typical example is the or function. Both arguments are forcing with 1, and the forced value is 1. If the inputs j i1 and j i2 of i are forced to u 1 and u 2 respectively in t steps, then i is forced to f i (u 1 ; u 2 ) in t + 1 steps.
If f i is a canalyzing function with forcing argument x m , forcing value u, and forced value v, and j im is forced to u in t steps, then i is forced to v in t + 1 steps.
By induction on t it can be seen that if i is forced in t steps, then it stabilizes for all initial states x in t steps.
The following combinatorial notions will be used in characterizing forcing structures. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of graph theory (see e.g. Harary [2] ). Unless otherwise stated, path and cycle shall mean directed path and cycle in the digraph D. Note that whether i is forced in d steps is completely determined by the restriction of D and f to S 0 d (i). We will examine the asymptotic behavior of random boolean cellular automata. For each boolean function f of two arguments, we associate a probability a f 2 [0; 1], where P f a f = 1. The random boolean cellular automaton with n gates is the result of two random processes. First, a random digraph where every gate has indegree two is generated. Independently for each gate, its two inputs are selected from the 0 n 2 1 equally likely possibilities. Next, each gate is independently assigned a boolean function of two arguments, using the probability distribution ha f : f : f0; 1g 2 ! f0; 1gi. We will useB = hD;fi to denote a random boolean cellular automaton generated as above. For any properties P and Q pertaining to boolean cellular automata, we put pr(P; n) for the probability that the random boolean cellular automaton on n gates has property P and pr(PjQ; n) for the conditional probability that P holds, given that Q holds. Usually, we will omit the n in these expressions since it will be understood.
We classify the two argument boolean functions as follows:
(1) A contains the two constant functions. Also, log shall always mean log 2 .
x3. Stable Gates
As previously mentioned, a gate is stable if it is forced. Thus, a lower bound on the probability that a gate is forced also holds for the probability of stability. (2) It is assigned some function f 2 B 1 , and the input on which i depends is forced in d steps to the value that forces f to v. ( 3) It is assigned some function f 2 B 2 , v is the forced value of f and at least one of its inputs is forced in d steps to the value that forces f to v, or v is not the forced value of f but j and k are forced to values u and w such that f(u; w) = v. (4) It is assigned some function f 2 C, and j and k are forced to values u and w such that f(u; w) = v.
We will derive expressions for the probability of each of the four cases, and show they are the same for v = 0 and 1. The probability of Case (1) Summing these two probabilities and using symmetry and the induction hypothesis, we get the probability that the function assigned to i is f or :f and i is forced to 0 in d + 1 steps:
Summing over all four pairs of functions, the probability of Case (3) , and the probability that i is forced to 1 in d + 1 steps is 2p d (0)p d (1) . By the induction assumption, these probabilities are equal. Similar reasoning applies when f is equivalence.
Thus the probability of Case (4) Proof. We use the following slight modication of a Fact from [3] . Now Q r fails only if there exists a path P of length p d beginning at some gate k and ending at i r and another path Q of length q, 1 q d, beginning at k, disjoint from P except at k and possibly its other endpoint, which must be in P or fi 1 ; : : :; i r g. There are no more than n p ways of choosing P and no more than n q01 2 (p + r) ways of choosing Q. The probability of any such choice is bounded above by (2=n) p+q . Therefore the probability that P and Q exist is bounded above by proving Equation (4.2). Now we examine the conditional probability of P r , given that P r01Q r . One possibility is that j r01 is not forced in d01 steps. Since Q r holds, this event is independent of P r01 , and by Corollary 3.3 this has probability (1 0 a + c) d . The other possibility is that j r01 is forced in d 0 1 steps, but i r is not forced in d steps. There are three cases to consider:
(1) f i r 2 B 1 (2) f ir 2 B 2 (3) f ir 2 C
In Case (1), the input on which i r depends must be i r01 and not j r01 .
Given that f ir 2 B 1 , the probability that i r depends on i r01 is 1=2 because of the symmetry condition a f(x;y) = a f(y;x) . Thus the probability of Case (1) is b 1 =2. In Case (2), f i r can be forced by a single value on either input. Since j r01 is forced, it must be forced to the value v that does not force f ir . Given that j r01 is forced, by Lemma 3.1, the conditional probability that it is forced to v is 1=2. Therefore the probability of Case (2) is b 2 =2.
The probability of Case (3) Then for any > 0, log n = n log , and by Lemma 4.1, the result follows. Proof. Let > 0. By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, with probability greater than 1 0 =2, we can assume there are no d-unforced cycles larger than k and no d-unforced paths longer than log n. Let k 1 ; k 2 k and l log n.
Taking as in Lemma 4.6 and using the same argument, the probability that there exist d-unforced cycles of length k 1 and k 2 connected by a path of length l is bounded above by 2n 01 k1+k2+l . Summing over all k 1 ; k 2 k and l log n, the probability that there exist d-unforced cycles connected by a d-unforced path is =2 + o(1). 3 pr(B has a state cycle larger than !(n)) = 0:
